Abstract. The lack of a component concept for the UML is widely acknowledged. Contracts between components can be the starting point for introducing components and component i n terconnections. Contracts between service providers and service users are formulated based on abstractions of action and operation behaviour using the pre-and postcondition technique. A valid contract allows to establish an interconnection -a connector -between the provider and the user. The contract concept supports the re-use of components by providing means to establish and modify component i n terconnections. A exible contract concept shall be based on a re nement relation for operations and classes, derived from operation abstractions. Abstract behaviour, expressed by pre-and postconditions, and re nement are the key elements in the de nition of a formal and exible component and component i n terconnection approach.
Introduction
Contracts formulate an agreement between two or more components: a user needs additional functionality in order to ful ll his her duties, a provider o ers services which might help the user. A contract speci es obligations. The provider guarantees a certain functionality if the user guarantees a certain environment. The obligations can be expressed using the pre-and postcondition technique 1, 2 . A connector realises a contract between a service provider and a service user, i.e. it establishes an interconnection between both of them. The contract states which semantical requirements or expectations these services should match. The re-usability of components depends on the support of component abstraction in order to make components available through libraries and on the support of adaptation techniques in order to adapt library components to actual requirements, i.e. to glue service provider and user together 3, 4 , 5 .
The package concept of the Uni ed Modelling Language UML is a grouping mechanism which allows a designer to assemble classes or other elements into components. The need to improve the notion of packages in the UML has been clearly identi ed. Two reasons are usually given 6 . Firstly, packages themselves should be developed into components in order to integrate component-based development i n to the UML-notation. Secondly, packages are the main element o f the meta-notation used to describe the semantics of UML. Packages should help to develop a modular de nition and to provide a exible language architecture.
We propose to improve the interfaces of packages by providing import and export interfaces based on abstract semantical information. Packages shall be composed based on these interfaces. An import interface states which services from other packages shall be used and how they are expected to work. An export interface describes the services in abstract terms which are provided. The export states the properties of services that are available to prospective users. Contracts are formed based on the services required and the services provided.
We will use the UML context to motivate and present a exible re-use oriented component composition framework. Interaction is the composition mechanism. Two components are composed by establishing an interaction infrastructure between them. The exibility of the composition mechanism is crucial. Two issues have to be addressed: rstly, the contracts shall be formulated using a powerful constraint language, and, secondly, the connectors shall allow a exible establishment and re-con guration of connections between components.
We believe that a re nement relation is important for the rigorous development of software artifacts, and that a powerful re nement notion can also form the glue needed to adapt services provided by some package to the requirements stated in a contract. Re nements of operation and action abstractions based on pre-and postconditions will forms the basis of a re nement relation between classes and components. The essential advantage of the pre-and postcondition technique is that it is suitable for abstracting internal object behaviour, but can also be used to constrain the interaction between objects via contracts. In 6 semantics for the UML is suggested as a combination of denotational semantics and proof rules. We will follow this suggestion. We will in particular focus on a framework which allows us to establish a proof system. Modal logics 7 and its constructive v ariants such as TLA 8, 9 have motivated our formal framework for the speci cation and reasoning of properties of dynamic systems. The semantics of actions and other model elements can be given in terms of modal logics. Modal logic provides therefore the opportunity to express a more precise semantics of re nement and other forms of abstractions in terms of abstract dynamic behaviour. The way to semantical package interfaces and connectors leads via abstraction of actions.
Formulating contracts between components and formalising the infrastructure for the interaction between these components based on the contracts needs particular attention. An extension of the -calculus 10, 11, 1 2 shall be used to de ne contracts and establish connectors between components. The -calculus is combined with rst-order modal reasoning, which i s i n tegrated into the calculus via a constraint language. A composition calculus for contracts and connectors is developed. Both contracts and connectors for the dynamic interaction are dened in the calculus. The extended calculus including the modal calculus can be interpreted in state-based algebraic structures called objects. The -calculus has been designed to deal with mobility, i.e. the capacity t o c hange the connectivity o f a n e t work. We apply this idea to the space of connected or composed components. We use the polyadic -calculus as the underlying framework to de ne contracts for component composition and interaction. The calculus is in particular suitable since it models the establishment of connections and also their maintenance changing compositions due to evolving requirements. It provides the basis for a exible re-use based concept for component composition and interaction. Section 2 introduces behaviour abstraction, abstract interfaces and a notion of components. Their interconnection based on contracts and connectors is dealt with in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a semantical framework for behaviour abstractions, interfaces and components. Reasoning about component composition is the content of Section 5. This involves a formalisation and generalisation of the re nement and their properties. We end with related work and conclusions.
2 Abstract Behaviour, Interfaces, and Components Among the requirements for an improved UML package concept stated by the precise UML group in their Response to the UML 2.0 Request for Information 6 are multiple imports a package can import several services from several packages at the same time this means that possibly a number of contracts are formed, renaming syntactical adjustment should be possible, names of service in export and import interface might not be the same, even though they might realise the same service, and adding elements to imported elements it should be possible to add elements to imported elements in the importing package, thus re ning the import. Formality and rigour are two general requirements which shall be added to the list. In this section, we will outline the concepts to tackle these requirements.
The case study from which excerpts shall be used to motivate and illustrate our ideas is a Web-based document authoring and management system consisting of:
Interfaces for authors and users UserInterface: the operations followLink and inputURL are available to the user, whereas sendRequest is an internal operation which contacts the server. Servers for authors AuthoringServer and users ContentServer: The content server is located at a particular address. It requests a document identied by a URL from the database and returns the document. The authoring server works on a particular current document, which can be loaded, modied, and checked syntactically with respect to its internal structure. A shared database for documents Document. A document can be updated with some text at a particular document position.
Some of the class signatures are presented in Figure 1 . We narrow our interpretation of a component to classes in this example. We can identify two instantiations of the same pattern in our example a 3-tiered architecture for database-supported, Web-interfaced systems with the same database part. : ; x n and action sequences combined using the sequence combinator ';'. Objects interact dynamically via message exchange, realised by operation calls. Object interaction can be described using sequence, collaboration and activity diagrams. We h a ve already introduced object interaction through the sendaction. The sequence diagram allows us to describe sequences of object interactions considering several objects at the same time. It describes the interaction protocol.
An action expression or an operation de nition can be abstracted by pre-and postconditions in order to express abstract dynamic behaviour. The Object Constraint Language OCL 13 supports pre-and postconditions for the speci cation of operations. Abstract speci cations are essential to built declarative, possibly under-determined models an important feature for the formal development o f software systems. Preconditions associate constraints with parameters and the postcondition constrains the operation result. 
The Speci cation of Interfaces and Components
We will apply the component-notion to UML packages. Packages allow us to group semantically related model elements. Packages do not provide much semantics currently 13 , except that packages 'own' their constituent elements, i.e. these elements can only be part of one package. There is one important relationship between packages: import from other packages that own the desired element. Import expresses a dependency. An import section speci es what services are needed, but not where these services might come from. Packages, and classes in UML can have i n terfaces. An interface is described by a set of operation signatures. Other packages might relate to these interfaces. Their purpose is to support well-structured system architectures, providing contracts between participating model elements. Figure 2 contains an example of a rather incomplete abstract interface the attribute and operation parts. Attributes are also part of the interface since they implement observations on the current state, but do not change the state. Attributes can be accessible to other users. This abstract interface is wrapped up by a contract between two components. The export interface of a suitable reusable library component has to satisfy the requirements stated in the contract. Contracts are extensions of abstract interfaces that will specify the requirements of the prospective service user which a service provider is supposed to satisfy. Additionally, a contract includes syntactic matching information, here that the myRequest operation as the operation might be called in the user interface is matched by request of the service provider. A component can import from various other components, i.e. it can make separate contracts with each of these components. Contracts are formulated in the customer's service user's terminology. This is sensible because names in the library components might b e t o o generic and thus not suitable for the application context.
Contracts between components might be designed before the components itself are realised. A contract is an abstract interface describing a set of operations through pre-and postconditions. Both service provider and service user have t o relate to the contract description. The provider must satisfy the contract constraints. The service user might be satis ed with less than what is described in the connector. The contract is instantiated into a connector for object interactions between service provider and service user.
Component Composition
The composition mechanism is interaction: functionality is requested by one component and provided by another via a communication channel. Two components are composed by establishing an interconnection a connector between them. Contracts constrain the composition. We propose a two-tiered approach for the composition of components. The upper, more abstract tier de nes contracts between components, i.e. a service provider and a service user. Technically, a contract establishes a communication infrastructure on which the components can interact. A private interaction channel between provider and user is created, if the contract constraints are satis ed. The lower, more implementation-oriented tier realises a connector, an interaction channel, between provider and user. Messages can be passed along that channel, i.e. provider services can be invoked and results can be transferred back.
We assume a collection of re-usable library components service providers and a collection of components part of a system to be developed. The latter ones service users require functionality in order to be executable. These requirements are formulated in form of an import interface. A contract establishes a relationship between the import requirements and provided services. C and bound to the formal parameter y in P i . sChcCi denotes the output of cC on channel sC and sCy denotes input of parameter y via the same channel.
The provider replies to the user by sending an empty data token via the contract channel cC, which is bound to its formal parameter y.
Contracts
The situation before establishing the contract shall be described as follows: the component C the user requires a service an operation m and the provider P o ers a service an operation n. Both operations m and n are described by preand postconditions, e.g. prem and postm.
Several constraints have t o be considered. The rst syntactical issue to be considered is the proper use of names in interactions. This shall be captured in a v ariant of the standard React-rule which describes the state transformation triggered by a n i n teraction realising a sorting discipline 12 .
React S : zhxi:Cjzy:P ,! CjP i if z : then x : ob and y : ob 7 This expresses that an interaction can only take place using channel z if the parameters x and y are of the same sort ob which c haracterises the sort of names allowed on channel z. The sorting ob applied to a c hannel name is a mapping which characterises the sorts of elements that can be passed along a channel. The sorting is preserved by the interaction rule 12 . The second syntactical issue relates to the syntactical matching between service user and service provider, see e.g. Preconditions can be weakened the re nement is more likely to be applicable and postconditions can be strengthened the result is better. m describes the provided service, reachable via the provider's in-port. Here, m shall refer to n. m describes the required service. It will be accessed via the user's out-port.
We shall illustrate the re nement n o w. modifyDoc is an operation which i s provided by the AuthoringServer class and might be requested by a n Interface class. The UserInterface is the service user and the AuthoringServer is the service provider, see Figure 3 . The library may provide an XML-Update method, which w orks for well-formed XML documents, i.e. documents with correct tagnesting. The operation updates the document and acknowledges success to the user. The user has speci ed an operation, which is only required to work on valid XML-documents, i.e. documents that are well-formed and conform to a document type de nition DTD. Additionally, an acknowledgement shall not be required. A contract would state the user's requirements. Syntactically, myModifyDoc = modifyDoc matches. The contract requires semantically a Requirements speci cation -service user: rule, which formulates the basic interaction between two agents. In addition to the interaction, we h a ve i n troduced a private channel as well.
We illustrate this again using the modifyDoc-operation, see Figure 4 . The user Interface requests the service myModifyDoc which is provided by the 
Connectors
We look at single connectors rst, i.e. connectors for a single contract. A private interaction channel m : iC, the connector, is established between provider and user. The provider has an input-port called n and the user has an output-port m by default the name of the connector. The interaction between the user We use again the interface and the authoring server interaction for illustration, see Figure 5 . The user interface requests a document modi cation using the private channel myModifyDoc, which has been established as the interconnection between Interface and AuthoringServer for this particular service. Parameters are passed along that channel. The authoring server carries out its modifyDoc-operation which is linked to myModifyDoc.
If multiple contracts and, thus, multiple connectors m i exist, the behaviour of C can be abstracted by: C 
Semantics for Components
In this section, we will give semantics to the previous constructs. It shall make some of the notions introduced only intuitively in the previous sections more precise. We will interpret entities in state-based structures, called objects. Constraints are embedded into a modal state-based logic over these structures.
Semantics of Actions and Operations
The OMG Request For Proposals on Action Semantics for the UML 16 requests semantics for actions essentially for two reasons: formality and abstractness. System analysis and proof of correctness are possible within an abstract and formal framework. Abstractness enables interoperability and platform-independence. Object behaviour is essentially based on state transitions expressed by actions. These actions shall be formalised in a denotational style and abstracted by preand postconditions. Using dynamic logic as a framework allows us to establish a development calculus centered around proof rules.
A labelled t r ansition system consists of a set of states State, a set of transition labels T r a n and a relation on State T r a n State. The operation call invokes a local operation of the object, which might result in a new state. The sequence is executed by executing the second action in the resulting state of the rst action execution. Entities that we h a ve used in the de nition of contract and connector channels also have denotations in this semantical structure. The semantics of a component C is an object. That of a channel z is an operation of an object: an output xhyi is an interaction or send-activity which i n vokes an operation at the other object, an input xy is an operation invocation at the current object itself.
Abstraction of Actions and Operations
The Action Semantics RFP 16 requests a framework to carry out formal analysis and proofs of correctness. Modal logic a logic with a notion of state or time is a suitable framework for reasoning about concurrent and reactive systems. In order to express abstract constraints on states and transitions operations, we propose an extension of the OCL-notion of pre-and postconditions based on a simpli ed dynamic logic: opNamep 1 : t 1 ; : : : ; p n : t n : rt pre : F post : G 13 where F and G are arbitrary rst-order formulas. We h a ve simpli ed the modal calculus in order to avoid reasoning about nested modal combinators in the context of UML. As usual, the name self can be used, and values of state variables in the previous state can be accessed by the @pre-post x. Pre-and postconditions are observations on states, they describe properties of states. Additionally, using the reserved name result we can specify the return value of the operation in a postcondition. The precondition F corresponds to the guard from transition descriptions in statechart diagrams. The semantics of constraints shall be given in form of a satisfaction relation.
State properties can be speci ed using equations based on expressions involving state variables and attributes. An equation x = y is satis ed in a state if the interpretations of both sides are the same x and y are expressions consisting of values, operators, and operation applications. The implication f ! g holds i f and not g holds. The formula 2F ! P G shall abbreviate the pre-and postcondition speci cation in 13 with P opNamex 1 ; : : : ; x n . The formula 2 P G holds i the execution of P terminates in a state satisfying G. The UML de nition assumes a non-partial terminating behaviour 2 .
An abstract speci cation or abstract interface S = h;Ei consists of a signature and well-formed axioms in dynamic logic describing operations on objects in abstract terms. An axiomatic speci cation and the interpretation of elements in semantic structures gives rise to a notion of model classes, here the class of objects which satisfy some speci cation. The semantics of a speci cation S is a model class M o d S.
Reasoning about Composition and Contracts
We will extend our formal framework in order to allow reasoning about component composition and contracts. We generalise the re nement relation into a general abstraction implementation relation. The relations play an important role in the de nition of a exible composition mechanism. UML o ers several ways of relating classes statically. The main relationships are association, generalisation, dependency and re nement. We will concentrate on the abstraction relations, in particular re nement and implementation. A renement relates two elements describing the same on di erent levels of abstraction. The name indicates that structure, knowledge, or properties are added in a re nement. It also suggests that properties of the more abstract description should be preserved. The re nement is particulary important since it can form the basis of a formally supported stepwise development method. Re nement i s de ned for the UML 13 as the description of something on a lower level of abstraction. Lowering the level of abstraction means to make a description more concrete by adding details. These can be details about the underlying structure or can be details about the behaviour of operations. Certainly, w e expect that properties speci ed on the abstract level are preserved in a re nement.
Implementing and Re ning Abstract Speci cations
We can distinguish two dimensions of development: horizontal and vertical development. Horizontal development refers to the composition of packages, vertical development means using re nement, realisation, implementation or any other construct which l o wers the level of abstraction. . The inverse of an implementation is an abstraction. We now formalise the correctness condition on components C = hImp; Class; Expi E x pis an abstraction of Class: sigE x p sigClass^E x p; I Class 15 We require that only a subset of attributes and operations is exported or visible
and that E x pabstracts Class, o r Class implements E x p .
The re nement is a constructive support for the implementation only based on pre-and postconditions: preconditions are weakened and or postconditions are strengthened. Implication is the formal basis of the re nement 20 , relating behavioural abstractions of operations in terms of pre-and postconditions. We reformulate the re nement in terms of the box-operator notation:
Proving an implication between pre-or postconditions is usually less complex compared to proper modal formulas. In modal logics, the rule above is known as the consequence rule. In re nement calculi, it is known as a combination of the weaken precondition-and strengthen postcondition-rule 21, 2 2 , 2 3 . Ideas from re nement calculi can be used to provide a constructive calculus of derivations. The re nement here is only basic de nition and needs to be accompanied by a n appropriate calculus to support the modelling process.
We need to distinguish two forms of implementation and re nement: ; We can show that our re nement is a close approximation to an inclusion of model classes for a concrete and an abstract speci cation, see 14 We see implementation as a fundamental relation since it captures propertypreservation. Property-preservation can also be the foundation of the various UML abstraction relations. These relations are important for the development of software c omponents. This can include the implementation, but also the composition of components where the implementation or the re nement can play the role of a correctness criterion e.g. the glue between a service provider and a service user. The re nement has already been used to de ne the notion of contracts between provider and user. A service provided needs to satisfy requirements formulated by a service user, i.e. the provided service re nes or implements we can generalise the de nition the user's import requirements, see 14 . These results can be used in the de nition of an extension and improvement of the UML package concept.
The re nement relation is based on the operation speci cation in OCL. The implementation is a generalisation, which captures property-preservation. Both notions can serve as a basis for a practical development method.
An example shall illustrate a contract between two components matched by strengthening postconditions. The re nement is the tool to prove the correctness constraint for semantical matching. The contract might specify a postcondition updated for an operation myModifyDoc and a library version modifyDoc might provide updated^acknowledged as the postcondition. We get for the corresponding interfaces in the implementation I m p myModifyDoc ; I E x p modifyDoc since the implication postmyModifyDoc ! postmodifyDoc holds. We can easily show the re nement. With the proposition 17 we can deduce the more general implementation from the re nement. The re nement is used here as a proof tool to prove the correctness of a component composition with respect to a contract. In the -calculus, the interaction between two processes in a parallel composition is considered as not being observable from the outside. We h a ve followed this idea, and de ned the composition of two components as a new component, which hides the parallel composition of its interacting objects inside.
Composition of Components

Related Work
Catalysis is a development approach building up on the UML incorporating formal aspects such as the pre-and postcondition technique 24 . Catalysis uses ideas from formal languages such as OBJ, CLEAR or EML. The concept of the connector that we h a ve used here is motivated by the Catalysis approach. There, connectors allow the communication between ports of two objects. A connector de nes a protocol between the ports. Several other authors also address contracts based on pre-and postconditions for the UML, including 25 and 26 . The combination of the pre-and postcondition technique and re nement calculi is explored in e.g. 27 or 26 . KobrA 28 is another approach which combines the UML with the component paradigm. The basic structuring mechanism is the is-component-of hierarchy, forming a tree-structured hierarchy of components, i.e. sub-components. Each component is described by a suite of UML diagrams. A component consists of a speci cation an abstract export interface and a realisation.
In earlier work 14 , we h a ve used a variant of the -calculus to de ne a single import using reduction as the mechanism for import actualisation. The variant is called -calculus, and has been developed by L . F eijs 29 . The calculus has been used to de ne module parameterisation for the state-based speci cation language COLD 30 . This -calculus can be interpreted in semantic structures, as we h a ve done it here for the constrained interaction calculus. We h a ve used a -calculus variant here, because it o ers multiple concurrent connections and it allows to model two l a yers: contracts and connectors.
A composition language for components which is also based on the -calculus is presented in 15 . A variation of the -calculus is used to realise a composition language which supports various forms of components, and, thus, various composition mechanisms.
Walker 31 introduces object intercommunication into the -calculus. The di erence between our approach and Walker's approach is that in our approach the user is the active e n tity which initiates the establishment of the connections. In Walker's formalisation, the service provider also provides the communication channels. The service user acquires the contract channel, then acquires the interaction channels via the appropriate contract channels and nally uses the interaction channels to invoke methods of the service providers.
Conclusions
A composition mechanism for component-based software development has been developed and illustrated in the UML-context. Components are speci cations with abstract import and export interfaces which encapsulate and abstract possibly complex objects. We h a ve addressed the abstraction of behaviour and formalised notions of re nement and implementation. The internal behaviour of operations is speci ed by actions. Pre-and postconditions specify the abstract behaviour of operations. Their speci cations can be related through pre-and postcondition-based implementation and re nement relations, whereby the renement can be used to prove implementations. These relations capture the idea of property preservation.
The basis of component composition is interaction. One component i n teracts with another component if it requires services of the latter. The user's requirements or expectations how the required services will work are the basis on which a contract between both parties is formulated. These constraints formulated by the contract are based on the re nement relation.
The essential result here is that the pre-and postcondition technique extended to a re nement approach solves two problems. Firstly, the internal behaviour of operations on objects can be abstracted by pre-and postconditions, and the re nement relation based on this can form the foundation of a stepwise development calculus. Secondly, pre-and postconditions formalise conditions necessary to constrain interactions between objects. The re nement is the tool to prove these constraints. We h a ve addressed both the interaction infrastructure and the constraint language necessary to control the composition. The result is a composition approach which allows re-use of existing components and reasoning about composition contracts.
One future research focus concerns the maintainability of systems and the evolution of contracts in these systems. Changing requirements make it necessary to re-negotiate contracts, i.e. to either adapt the existing partners to the new requirements or to involve other components. Assessing the suitablity of contracts in an evolving environment might be supported by the bisimilarity concept of the -calculus. Another direction in which the adaptability of re-usable components could be investigated is the deployment of matching approaches, as presented in 32 for the Larch language family.
A further direction concerns the extension of the constraint language. In reactive systems, liveness is the second important property besides safety which has been addressed only so far. Liveness can be expressed using the eventuallyoperator: 3 P F expresses that by executing P a state described by F will eventually be reached. Formally, the eventually-operator can be de ned via the always operator: 3 P F : = :2 P :F. A modal logic framework was chosen in order to be able to extend the approach to reactive systems modelling.
